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as Italian property in October and consigned to the French,
who protected Italian interests within as well as outside
Ethiopia. Ghanotakis, once the smartest grocer in Addis,
was now reduced to sultry exile at Djibouti, where he and
his family sat hopefully before the progressive Italian pins
upon a map of Ethiopia. He was known to possess excellent
Veuve Clicquot. The police broke the heavy doors which
had been shut seven months, cleared the champagne and the
other drinks, shattered the bottle-necks upon the stone
pavements and drained the contents through the jags.
Townspeople, back from the distribution of jumble at the
Gibbis, saw this attractive sight. The zabanias, reeling
slightly, thought of new shops to conquer. For the last ten
days the Armenians had rolled up their steel shutters. . . .
the French Legation. ... In the flash of an eye, shop-
breaking and looting became general. The poorer pillaged
the richer and shot if they resisted. The class war, without
distinction of colour and spontaneous as an African thunder-
storm, broke with a crackle of rifles all over Addis Ababa.
I went back to our office, opposite the Radio, decided to
clear and quit the place. Already Ethiopians, a little tipsy,
were running up from Fernandez, the Goanese tailor's shop,
comically covered with the top hats of the Diplomatic
Corps, left there for ironing. Others in tailcoats followed,
and a blind-drunk woman in a bowler, with a knife in her
hand, brought up the rear of the gay procession. Best to
get indoors, where I collected camera, field-glasses and
cash, destroyed a few carbons of messages which I did not
want the Italians to see, and idiotically forgot seven bottles
of champagne stored there against my nuptials. Downstairs
again, I took the old closed Ford with the dirty Reuter
flag upon it that had once belonged to Collins, and made
for Margarita's flat.
The roads, so empty when I passed to the station, were
now full again with the mobs back from the palaces, all
tight and all with rifles. Mon Cine, the elite Greek cinema-
bar of the town, was smashed through windows and door ;
they were throwing or thrusting the smart new chairs
through the gaps, gulping the liquor, playfully unrolling
the films and pocketing the pictures of their favourite filj^ti
stars as I passed. We had booked seats for "Hell Below"
that night. It crunched as I drove over it.

